Abstract: This research is
Introduction
In 2013, Chinese government declared ambitious Multi-Billion-Dollar regional integration initiatives, called the "Belt & Road Initiatives" (from now on BRI). BRI regions include a range of more than 60 countries: Within this region, member countries enjoy economic and technique communication through closer exchanges; outside the region, these countries act both individually or collectively as a group to connect with the rest of the world. Under this project, China is underwriting billions of dollars of infrastructure investment projects in nations along the old Silk Road connecting it with European and Middle East countries [1] . China is spending roughly 150 billion USD a year in this project to support or communicate with its member countries who have signed up to the scheme, the Chinese government is now exceptionally supporting Chinese entrepreneurs to transfer excess production capacity worldwide, especially with the countries who are members of the BRI. This project is purported to encourage regional economic advancement and social development as well as being a boost of multi-lateral cooperation among and beyond its members. Meanwhile, many regional and international environmental institution shows special concern over the possible condition that BRI project is going to take advantage of this specific international project to green their own industries Table 1 . Three major hypotheses on FDI's environmental spillover effect.
Name of the Hypothesis Meaning Literature
Pollution Havens Hypothesis (PHH)
Local government tend to make lax environmental standards in order attract more FDI and obtain relative advantages in regional economic development [3] [17] [18] FDI Halo Hypothesis FDI is hypothesized to exert positive environmental spillover effects, because FDI is supposed to be able to transfer advance technologies from developed countries to under-developed ones. [7] [19] [20] EKC Hypothesis
Economic development influences environment through scale, composition and technique effect which leads to an inverted U-shaped relationship between the two variables.
[21]
[22] 
Literatures on Different Target Regions
Literatures on spillover effect of FDI could be organized according to research target regions, for instance, researches about BRIC countries which are referred as China, Brazil, India and Russian Federation. These related researches revealed that, during the period from 1980 to 2005, there existed strong bidirectional causality correlations between pollution emissions and FDI. Furthermore, from a decomposed perspective, unidirectional obvious causality functions from output to FDI, which is in accordance with both pollution haven and halo effects [23] . Researches concerning developed countries such as United Kingdom also exert academic value: production progress with the increase of FDI through attracting innovative technologies and until some threshold level [24] . Inspired by this research, it is proposed to further this study to check whether the same is applicable for other countries or regions with different development conditions, in this case, the BRI countries.
Apart from country level studies mentioned above, provincial level empirical work also shed meanings. According to a research targeted on 28 provincial-level data in China, conclusion came out in this: FDI function as one of the sources to more serious pollutions among industrialized sectors, production process exert influence on natural resources [15] .
Based on the above discussion, researches concerning on FDI's spillover effect have paid attention mostly on firm level analysis or sector classification in one country or region [14, 25, 26] . Therefore, studies from different regions and countries such as BRI countries will shed practical policy implications for sustainable development in target region. 
Literatures on PVAR
PVAR was initiated by Holtz-Eakin, Newey, and Rosen. They estimated Vector Autoregression coefficients in panel data and analyzed the dynamic relationship between wages and hours worked by using American males' dataset [27] . In this pioneering work, attention was paid on allowing for nonstationary individual effects and the estimation was done by applying instrumental variables, as well as lag length selection. Followed by this research, Love and Zicchino (2006) applied this methodology into empirical scheme, he employed the Euler-equation methodology and displayed the fact that financing constraints are more severe in nations who struggled with less developed financial condition (Love and Zicchino, 2006; Sassi and Gasmi, 2017) . PVAR functions as a useful alternative in solving dilemmas of Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (from now on DSGE) model through designing a panel dataset among interdependent economies. Besides, shock identification property of PVAR model encompasses more policy implications than its counterparts including DSGE and other Vector Autoregression (from now on VAR) models such as Structural VAR (from now on SVAR), Threshhold VAR (from now on TVAR) [10, 28, 29] .
Until recent years, Vector Autoregression was mostly utilized in estimating macroeconomic questions with time series data [30] [31] [32] . Literature concerning PVAR methodology also include testifying the dynamic relationship between of public investment on private investment and economic growth [33] , by adopting a PVAR framework, the author performs Modified Dickey-Fuller test, Augmented Dickey-Fuller test as well as Unadjusted Dickey-Fuller test. Matheus analyzed the nexus between energy consumption, economic growth and urbanization with a panel of 21 Caribbean and Latin American countries since 1980 to 2014 by using PVAR [34] . PVAR was as well adopted by Ramadhani in his work of testifying the correlation between value added and Corporate Social Responsibility (from now on CSR) [35] . The spillover effect of FDI could reflect the environment condition transformation according to production, consumption and trade. According to Javorcik's firm-level empirical analysis, there is a positive productivity spillover effect from FDI spillover effect being effective through connecting with foreign companies and communicating resource with their local suppliers [36] .
There are many types of VAR models employed in empirical researches and PVAR belongs to this group. This study will discuss five different VAR models about their characteristics, and come to a conclusion that PVAR, compared to other VAR models is more suitable to our research target and data availability. A brief summary of four types of VAR models could be observed in Table 3. PVAR model is empirically utilized by multiple researches for diversified purpose of solving various social academic questions, mostly in the field of financial market analysis, however, recently, it is employed to model international trade and global imbalance [37, 38] . Therefore, PVAR displays well adjustment for policy analysis and simulation exercised in which the consequences of specific oscillation can be detected. In this present research, environmental pollution issue will be analyzed by employing the estimation mechanism of PVAR model. Unlike the above works being discussed, whose attention was on firm-level estimation, in this study, we intend to empirically testify the spillover effect of FDI among BRI member countries, whether the knowledge and technique spillovers among these countries exert bi-directional relationship with Ecological Footprint or not.
Improvements have been made in current work concerning both empirically and theoretically. PVAR model is a dynamic panel analysis mechanism that comprises fixed effect outcomes. Generalized Method of Moments (from now on GMM) is performed to get regression fitness. Before that, time-series effects are precluded by using the average equation in constructing GMM estimators, in addition, forward difference method is used to eliminate individual effects [39, 40] .
According literature review, by so far there exists no FDI researches focusing on the environmental issues embedded among BRI member countries, among which environmental degradation and FDI play significant role in social economic development. FDI had a long history of being used as an instrument in analyzing spillover effects across countries [41] [42] [43] , in this proposed research, we will keep adopting this variable, however, from an initiative perspective: The spillover effect of FDI could Sustainability 2018, 10, 3527 6 of 28 reflect the environment condition transformation according to production, consumption and trade. As for production sector, through horizontal spillover effect, sector-specific technical knowledge that would benefit pollution procession, this process, is among the classical cases of FDI influence environment [44] . An introduction of PVAR model's empirical application is illustrated in Table 4 . Identify structural shocks by imposing contemporaneous restrictions [45] GVAR (Global VAR) a. Analyze interactions in global macroeconomic b.
Be able to function with extended cross-section and large time dimensions c.
Be able to deal with common factor interdependencies [46] PVAR (Panel VAR) a. Capture static and dynamic interdependencies; b.
Be able to link across units, decompose cause and effect to certify single direction or bi-directional relationships [47] ; c.
Include time changes as well as shocks; d.
Show cross-section dynamics [10] e.
Capture the positive shock in macroeconomic regime with distinguishing development level [48] TVAR (Threshold VAR) a. Distinguish regime-specific effects [49] b.
Enables observation of regime-specific spillovers Table 4 . Panel Vector Autoregression (PVAR) model applications in former literature.
PVAR applications
Energy consumption, financial development, economic growth [50] Financial development, investment decisions [48] Corruption and inflation [9] External shocks (commodity price, natural disaster, international economy) to output instability [51] The influence of global excess liquidity on commodities and asset prices [28] Two-dimension analysis between economic growth and pollution [52] 
Theoretical Analysis
The theoretical session of this work will generally be divided into two sections, the first one is theoretical background including Halo Hypothesis, Pollution Havens Hypothesis, and Environmental Kuznets Curve, to explain the correlation between FDI and environment, the second one is explaining PVAR model used to estimate this correlation.
Correlation between FDI and Environment
Being regarded as a regional economic development booster, BRI is supposed to provide more liberal trade environment for its members, attracting more FDI, taking advantages of technology spillover effect. This study organizes three major hypotheses on explaining FDI's environmental spillover effect, which are Pollution Havens Hypothesis (PHH), FDI Halo Hypothesis, as well as Environmental Kuznets Curve.
Three major hypotheses are most frequently employed when analyzing the relationship between sustainable development and FDI, FDI Halo Hypothesis, Pollution Havens Hypothesis, Environmental Kuznets Curve. According to FDI Halo Hypothesis, FDI is hypothesized to exert positive environmental spillover effects, because FDI is supposed to be able to transfer advanced technologies from developed countries to under-developed ones. Pollution Havens Hypothesis advocates that frequent economic exchanges and communications among economies could largely Sustainability 2018, 10, 3527 7 of 28 lead to pollution transformations from developed countries into developing ones. The validity of this hypothesis is able to be explained through the fact that less developed countries tend to have less stringent environmental regulations which could facilitate both finance and concrete investment from abroad. Concerns about environment encourage us to ask if increasing FDI as well as other economic exchanges among countries are associated with higher CO 2 emissions, more serious degradation, and higher Ecological Footprint. Besides, deceitful economic bubbles will screen the real development targets and result in consumption escalation, which will force the impoverish residents to damage the ecological system to seek for survival [13] . Dichotomy hypothesis of FDI's environmental spillover effect is displayed through the explanations of Pollution Havens Hypothesis and Halo Hypothesis. A comparison of the three hypotheses could be found in Table 1 .
PVAR Model Specification
PVAR is built under the same logic of standard VAR model, but the difference is that PVAR comprises a cross country dimension. This enables PVAR to be a much more powerful tool to policy makers, since it could detect transportation of shocks across countries [10] . PVAR technique is applied to test empirically whether the relationship between Ecological Footprint and FDI, Ecological Footprint and GDP are bidirectional or not. One advantage of PVAR is that it enables model to take advantage of VAR even for panel data groups [9] .
Here is a k-variate PVAR of order p with panel-specific fixed effects represented by the following system of linear equations:
where, Y it is a (1*k) vector of dependent variables; X it is a (1*k) vector of exogenous covariates; µ it and ε it are (1*k) vectors of dependent variable-specific fixed-effect and idiosyncratic errors, respectively. The (k*k) matrices (A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A p-1 , A p ) and the (l*k) matrix B are parameters to be estimated. It is assumed that the formulations have the following characteristics [53] :
E[e it ] = 0, E e it e it = ∑ , E e it e it = 0, for all t > s
The parameters above are capable of being estimated jointly with the fixed effects or, alternatively, independently of the fixed effect after some transformation, using equation-by-equation Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) [53] .
For these specific research purposes, this study specified a second order PVAR model as follows:
where Z it is a three-variable vector (lnEF, ln GDP, lnFDI), using i to index countries and t to index time, Γ is the parameters and ε is white noise error term. In order to facilitate the VAR model into panel data, we are supposed to impose restrictions, to ensure the underlying structures is in accordance with each cross-sectional unit, in our case, the different member countries of BRI project [48] .
Empirically, PVAR model is a dynamic panel analysis mechanism that comprises fixed effect outcomes. GMM is performed to achieve regression fitness. Before that, time-series effects are precluded by using the average equation in constructing GMM estimators [39] .
Data Description
Data of Ecological Footprint, FDI, as well as GDP are collected through various sources from 44 Belt and Road member countries, ranges from 1990 to 2016. Actually, by so far, the number of BRI [54] . GHA refers to Global Hectare, which is a globally comparable, standardized hectares with world average productivity. Ecological Footprint measures the consumption of six categories of productive land, which are cropland, grazing land, fishing grounds, built-up land, forest area, as well as carbon demand on land (cited from Global Footprint Network). To be more specific, EF functions as a measure of biologically productive areas which is able to support human consumption and waste generation [55] . This is contrasted with six demand types, which could be explained by the existing two types of demand systems [56] . Ecological footprint measurement is a technical mechanism through which environmental pressures are attributed to domestic demand. Ecological Footprint values are illustrated in mutually exclusive units of area necessary to annually provide such ecosystem services [57] . In this current research, both total ecological footprint as well as carbon footprint will be analyzed and comprised into PVAR models, this is because total ecological footprint demonstrates general descriptions of environmental condition while carbon ecological footprint specializes on displaying the degree of global warming. EF data of this research came from Global Footprint Network.
Gross Domestic Product: GDP data came from World Bank, annual percentage growth rate of GDP, log change at market prices based on constant local currency. Aggregates are based on constant 2010 U.S. dollars. In order to avoid the common characteristic of the GDP which is instability, we directly adopt the log change form. GDP itself comprises the sum of gross value added by all resident producers in the economy as well as comprising any product taxes and minus any subsidies [58] . GDP data of this work came from World Bank.
Foreign Direct Investment (Foreign direct investment, net inflows BoP), current U.S. dollars. FDI is supposed to bring composition and technique effect as well as scale effect on environment condition [59] . FDI belongs to cross-border economic exchange regime, which is associated with the condition of an enterprise in one country interacting with another economic entity. FDI data of this research came from World Bank.
The database this research adopted for analyzing is panel data set, one preliminary advantage of adopting panel data over a simple cross-sectional data base is that it facilitates us to control for the country-specific fixed effects, this is especially meaningful for this research since our data set are countries with different development conditions. By utilizing panel data, it could avoid potential bias lead by data, and more importantly figure out latent effects that are caused by auto-correlation with explanatory variables. A description of dataset is displayed in Table 5 . 
Econometric Analysis and Results

Model Specification
By utilizing PVAR as the main analyzing technology for our topic, it enables us to overcome the limitations causing by simply using VECM or Granger-causality analysis separately. The empirical model of this study is a combination of Abrigo's PVAR theoretical model and Doytch's applicable one [48, 53, 59] , adjustments are made in order to suit data characteristics and research topic. In addition, in order to modulate interaction effect among countries in BRI program, weight terms are added into exiting PVAR model. In this research, PVAR models consists of six variables: Ecological Footprint and GDP, FDI, and the weight of respective factor
where the weights are cross-section averages of foreign variables, could be calculated as follows:
Similar is true for GDP_w, and FDI_w. They represent country-specific weights, typically constructed using data on foreign data.
The structural form of VAR models is as follows:
where p denotes the maximum lag length, y t is a (6*1) vector of endogenous variables, y t−1 is a (6*1) vector of lagged values of endogenous variables, D t is (6*1) deterministic variables such as Constant, Linear trend, seasonal dummies, and Impulse dummies. In addition, A i is a (6*6) autoregressive coefficients matrix, A indicates the instantaneous correlationship between the observed factors of ∆y t , ε t represents a (6*1) vector of random error of the disturbance terms, which could also be referred as Orthogonalized Shocks. Before analyzing the PVAR, it is necessary to estimate the reduced form of VAR, which can be obtained by multiplying A −1 to both sides of Equation (6) .
where y t is a (6*1) vector of endogenous variables, θ i is a (6*6) coefficients matrix which is achieved by multiplying A −1 A i (I − 0, 1 . . . 6), and µ t represents (6*1) vector of error terms in reduced form VAR. Matrix A is a lower triangular matrix with ones on the diagonal and matrix B is a diagonal matrix. Matrix A and B are displayed as follows: 
By further transformation process, µ t = A −1 Bε t could help display the relationship between reduced form disturbances and the structural form shocks. This research employs recursive identification through the Cholesky decomposition to regulated contemporaneous structural shocks in PVAR model for analyzing the impact of target variables.
The parameters above are capable of being estimated integratedly with the fixed effects or, instead, through fixed effect after some model conversion, adopting equation-by-equation Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). Where i is used to proxy countries from BRI and t to index time which ranges from 1990 to 3016, Γ 1 is the parameters and ε is white noise the error term.
Restrictions are imposed to facilitate the VAR model into panel data as well as to ensure the underlying structures is in accordance with each cross-sectional unit [48] , in our case, the different member countries of BRI project.
Estimation Procedure
Estimation procedures of PVAR are decomposed into four steps: panel data unit root test, lag length selection, cointegration test as well as PVAR granger causality test.
Unit Root Test
Testing a unit root in Ecological Footprint using all countries observation over 20 years in this sample will be performed through ADF (Augmented Dickey-Fuller) process [60] . As before, it is not suggested to include a trend in our analysis procedure, therefore, no specification on the "trend" option in STATA command, nevertheless, "drift" option was added due to specific data condition. Additionally, it is proposed to use two lags in ADF regressions, which will remove cross-sectional means by using "demean" option. In order to detect the stationarity in panel data of the dependent and independent variables, ADF was the most common method carried on [61] . Different from Friedl's argument, Elliot has demonstrated that an improved test based on the Dickey-Fuller approach, which is believed to be more powerful than traditional rectification [62] . The reason is that, in this innovated approach, time series data set undergoes a GLS conversion process before performing ADF. The target of this process is to test the exclusiveness of the time series with ecological footprint (EF) as the dependent variable and GDP per capita, FDI, as the explanatory variables.
The ADF test for unit root requires the estimation of equation of the form:
where, y t is a vector for the time series variables in a particular regression, in our case, the variables under consideration, ε t is the error term, p refers to the optimal lag length. The two hypotheses of unit root test in our specific research topics are as follows:
H o : all panels contain unit roots H a : at least one panel is stationary
All of the tests strongly reject the null hypothesis that all the panels contain unit roots, rejection of the null hypothesis implies the series is stationary without unit root (Table 6 ). For every variable in this model. It is observed that the inverse logit L * test typically agrees with the Z test. Under the null hypothesis, Z has a standard normal distribution and L * demonstrated a t-distribution with 5N + 4 degrees of freedom. Low values of Z and L calculated from the ADF test for unit root testifies the null hypothesis of unit root existing against the alternative that the variables are stationary. Therefore, acceptance of the null hypothesis identifies that the series has a unit root. On the contrary, rejection of the null hypothesis implies the series is stationary without unit root.
Here, it is necessary to make further explanation on stability of GDP: in the ordinary course of events, GDP datasets tend to display instability property, the reason why GDP is stable in our estimation is that, the GDP data adopted is the logarithm form of GDP changes, to be more specific, it is the annual percentage growth rate of GDP, log change at market prices. 
Lag Length Selection
In order to converting the VAR representation of our variables into the VECM representation, it suggests to decrease the number of lags by one.
With p lags of y t to
With p − 1 lags of ∆y t It turns out that it is possible to use likelihood-ratio test to find the proper lags number. The Akaike's information criterion (AIC) [63] , Hannan and Quinn's information criteria (HQIC) [64] , Schwarz's Bayesian information criterion (SBIC) [65] as well as the likelihood-ratio test statistics now favor four lags, and the final prediction error (FPE) indicates lag 3. According to Lutkepohl, HQIC and SBIC outcome provide consistent estimation of true lag length, while the FPE and AIC statistics overestimate lag length even in infinite estimation samples [66] . It is planned to apply PVAR technique to test empirically whether the interaction between Ecological Footprint (EF) and GDP, EF and FDI are bidirectional. The advantage of this methodology is that it facilitates benefiting from advantages of VAR from the advantage of panel techniques with only two typical econometric restrictions, stationary issue and lag selection [9] . Detailed econometric outcome of lag length selection is displayed in Tables 7-10 respectively. Estimation results of the Hansen's J statistics (J) is higher at one lag, for the case of EF (Carbon) and GDP, however, for the rest of the cases, J statistics are higher at two lags. As for MBIC, MAIC, and MQIC estimations are lower at one lag. To conclude, the evidence suggests using lag 2 in the following estimation process is appropriate. Only a cointegration series can lead further long run relationship [67] . If the model consists with the more than three variables (multi-variate model) and I (1) variables are bonded by more than one cointegration vector, it is not suitable to apply Engle and Granger procedure. The nonstationary in time series data causes estimation inefficiency to empirical estimation and data analysis. Running a least squares regression without correcting nonstationary could possibly leads to spurious regression outcome. Therefore, this study adopted co-integration test in our research which is expected to enable us to observe the long-run relationship among the variables in PVAR model [68] .
Tests for the number of cointegration relationships, similar to lag length, involve multiple tests [69] . In the maximum eigenvalue approach, a likelihood-ratio test was performed between the null hypotheses of exactly r cointegration relationships versus the alternative hypothesis that r + 1 cointegration exist. However, this approach is not capable of revising the multiple test issue; nominal sizes of the tests will not correspond to the actual size of the test when multiple tests are conducted. It is proposed to use panel granger causality test to testify which of these hypotheses is true. Results of the Granger causality test above shows that Ecological Footprint does not Granger-causes GDP, but GDP Granger-causes Ecological Footprint (Total) at the 5% confidence levels, which confirms the existence of a single directional relationship between pair variables, instead of a bi-directional one. The same is true for Carbon Footprint, who demonstrate robust single directional relationship from GDP to Carbon Footprint.
PVAR Granger Causality
This research first checks the stability condition of the estimated PVAR through Impulse-Response Function. The resulting table and graph of eigenvalues confirm that all variables under this estimation are stable [53] .
Results of PVAR and Corresponding FEVD
In order to utilize VAR estimation procedure into Panel data, restrictions needed to be added to ensure the underlying structure is in accordance with its cross-sectional part. In order to avoid the possible violation of this constraint in empirical analysis, there exists one reasonable solution to grant individual heterogeneity among target variables by employing fixed effect factors [48] . In this current research, Impulse Response Functions are adopted to estimate the impact of a certain variable's shock on the present and future values of endogenous parameters while the null hypothesis will be suspended [70] . In order to overcome the shortage of auto-correlation, it is suggested to perform a shock Orthogonalization process to distinct similar components from residuals to each parameter through Cholesky decomposition methodology [9] .
Results of PVAR
This section presents the results of PVAR model, Eigenvalue Stability Condition, Granger Causality Wald test, Forecast-Error Variance Decomposition (FEVD) and Impulse-response function. Table 7 shows the outcomes of PVAR model with one lag.
Here is the equation under estimation,
where Z it is a six-variable vector (lnEF, lnGDP, lnFDI, lnEF_w, lnGDP_w, lnFDI_w), we use i to index countries in BRI project and t to index time (1990 to 2016), Γ is the parameters and ε is white noise. In order to facilitate the VAR model into panel data, it is suggested to impose restrictions, to ensure the underlying structures is in accordance with each cross-sectional unit, in our case, the different member countries of BRI project [48] . Table 11 demonstrate robustness under 1% level in general, which means strong robustness, especially, all variables display obvious correlation to itself, for example 0.811 for Total Ecological Footprint and 0.617 for FDI in model 1. Nonetheless, in model 2, Carbon Footprint exhibit positive self-correlation, which is in accordance with the case of Total Footprint. Even though both model 1 and model 2 illustrate significance in 1% level, their respective self-correlation is divergent among variables.
It is obvious from Table 11 that, response from changes of GDP to Ecological Footprint is sensitive, and a country with higher GDP is more likely to have higher Ecological Footprint which certifies the validity of Pollution Havens Hypothesis. While the cases for FDI are the same, response of Total Ecological Footprint is positively correlated with FDI, which imply Pollution Havens Hypothesis is true for these variables.
In detail, as for Carbon Footprint, similar tendency could also be observed: FDI, it exposed positive relationship with Ecological Footprint, which implies that higher total factor productivity and FDI evoke higher environmental risks in terms of ecological footprint. The next step is to check the stability condition of PVAR model by adopting Eigenvalue Stability Condition. Table 12 demonstrates the graph and tables of eigenvalue stability condition. The Eigenvalue test indicated that the PVAR model is stable because all eigenvalues are inside of unity circle which can be observed in Table 13 . 
Results of the FEVD Estimates
Forecast-Error Variance Decomposition (from now on FEVD) was calculated through STATA command, based on a Cholesky decomposition of the residual covariance matrix of the underlying PVAR model. Standard errors and confidence intervals based on Monte Carlo estimation be calculated instead [71] . The analysis of nexus between ecological footprint, GDP, and FDI, complements the literature. The results of preliminary tests indicate the existence of low multicollinearity, cross-section dependence, and unit roots.
Results of FEVD are displayed in Table 13 . Due to the reason that standard errors are relatively large, the forecast error variance of Carbon Footprint is not obviously different from zero. Based on results of this test, it is possible to observe which variable exert stronger explaining power to our target variable: both FDI and Carbon Footprint explain better to their own changes, which are 63% and 99% respectively; as for the interactive influence, the explanatory power of Carbon Footprint to FDI is stronger than vice versa. These results demonstrate the fact that the bidirectional relationship between FDI and Carbon Footprint is not valid.
The variance decompositions display the significance of the total effect (Table 14) . Development of Ecological Footprint was explained by the fluctuation of GDP and FDI. The result of the variance decomposition analysis for Ecological Footprint is demonstrated in Table 12 , 11it is obvious that Total Ecological Footprint was negatively explained by GDP for 34% with robustness. 
Forecast-Error Variance Decomposition (from now on FEVD) was calculated through STATA command, based on a Cholesky decomposition of the residual covariance matrix of the underlying PVAR model. Standard errors and confidence intervals based on Monte Carlo estimation be calculated instead [71] . The analysis of nexus between ecological footprint, GDP, and FDI, complements the literature. The results of preliminary tests indicate the existence of low multi-collinearity, cross-section dependence, and unit roots.
The variance decompositions display the significance of the total effect (Table 14) . Development of Ecological Footprint was explained by the fluctuation of GDP and FDI. The result of the variance decomposition analysis for Ecological Footprint is demonstrated in Table 12 , it is obvious that Total Ecological Footprint was negatively explained by GDP for 34% with robustness. 
Impulse Response Functions
Through observing the outcome of Impulse Response Functions (from now on IRFs) estimation obtained from the PVAR estimation, it is possible to find how endogenous variables react to certain structural shocks over time. In this research, IRF outcomes are demonstrated in a 10-quarter period graph with 95% confident intervals. As it could be observed in Figure 1 , the shaded area means a 95% confidence intermission. Figure 1 illustrated the structural IRFs of the endogenous variables to the shock of variables including themselves. IRF depicts the evolution of the variable Ecological Footprint, GDP, FDI along the time period 1990 to 2016, after a shock in a given point [72] . In this research, the first graph means response of FDI to FDI shock; confidence intervals are modulated using Gaussian estimation based on Monte Carlo collected from the estimated PVAR model. At the same time, Orthogonalized IRF are also estimated based on Cholesky decomposition [53] . Response of Ecological Footprint to FDI exposed a clear decreasing trend after a relatively stable period, which certifies the Pollution Halo Hypothesis: increasing trade and international investment deteriorate countries' environment situations and makes poor countries into a pollution haven for their richer counterpart. The similar is true for the relationship between Ecological Footprint and GDP. 
Through observing the outcome of Impulse Response Functions (from now on IRFs) estimation obtained from the PVAR estimation, it is possible to find how endogenous variables react to certain structural shocks over time. In this research, IRF outcomes are demonstrated in a 10-quarter period graph with 95% confident intervals. As it could be observed in Figure 1 , the shaded area means a 95% confidence intermission. Figure 1 illustrated the structural IRFs of the endogenous variables to the shock of variables including themselves. IRF depicts the evolution of the variable Ecological Footprint, GDP, FDI along the time period 1990 to 2016, after a shock in a given point [72] . In this research, the first graph means response of FDI to FDI shock; confidence intervals are modulated using Gaussian estimation based on Monte Carlo collected from the estimated PVAR model. At the same time, Orthogonalized IRF are also estimated based on Cholesky decomposition [53] . Response of Ecological Footprint to FDI exposed a clear decreasing trend after a relatively stable period, which certifies the Pollution Halo Hypothesis: increasing trade and international investment deteriorate countries' environment situations and makes poor countries into a pollution haven for their richer counterpart. The similar is true for the relationship between Ecological Footprint and GDP. However, as for weight values, the outcome is more complicated than a simple one direction trend: it decreased at first and increased before further decline. When observing the Impulse Response Functions (IRFs) after accomplishing PVAR analysis, it is obvious to observe that endogenous variables response to certain structural shocks over the target time. Figure 1 illustrates the structural of the endogenous variables to the shocks of GDP, FDI respectively.
Based on results of this test displayed in Table 15 , it is possible to observe which variable exert stronger explaining power to our target variable: Both FDI and Total Footprint explain better to their own changes, which are 64.4% and 84.2% respectively; as for the interactive influence, the However, as for weight values, the outcome is more complicated than a simple one direction trend: it decreased at first and increased before further decline. When observing the Impulse Response Functions (IRFs) after accomplishing PVAR analysis, it is obvious to observe that endogenous variables response to certain structural shocks over the target time. Figure 1 illustrates the structural of the endogenous variables to the shocks of GDP, FDI respectively.
Based on results of this test displayed in Table 15 , it is possible to observe which variable exert stronger explaining power to our target variable: Both FDI and Total Footprint explain better to their own changes, which are 64.4% and 84.2% respectively; as for the interactive influence, the explanatory power of Total Footprint to FDI is stronger than vice versa, the comparisons are 54.9% to 15.6%. These results demonstrate the fact that the bidirectional relationship between FDI and Total Footprint is not valid. Figure 2 displays the structural IRF of a shock in FDI, GDP and Total Footprint on FDI, GDP and itself respectively. It indicates that, in this model a positive shock to FDI causes a steady increase. Although some of the impulse responses differ sharply, the response of FDI and Total demonstrates similar Footprint shock across the two orderings. FDI and Total Footprint display increasing trend in structural IRF test, which certifies Pollution Havens Hypothesis which is in opposite to Carbon Footprint.
The IRF results with GDP, FDI as well as with Ecological Footprint certify the dynamic correlation in line with the Pollution Havens Hypothesis we made in the beginning of this research. The empirical estimation displays that the interrelationship between Ecological Footprint and GDP, ecological footprint and FDI are robust among subsamples of Total Ecological Footprint and carbon ecological footprint.
Since FDI is of main interest in this research, a separate Impulse Response Function is performed to assistant detailed analysis and facilitates comparison. It is observed that, even though FDI and Total Footprint are comprised in both IRF test, there still exits great heterogeneity. In Figure 2 , Total Footprint response to shocks of FDI positively, and the same is true when Total Footprint becomes the response variable. However, in Figure 3 , the IRF correlation between FDI and Total Footprint demonstrates oscillation. Similar comparisons have been done to GDP and TFP, which could be observed in Appendix.
Overall, this investigation demonstrates that there exists a strong and robust causal relationship from FDI to Ecological Footprint and vice versa. Such conclusion can be made on GDP unidirectional relationship could be observe from Ecological Footprint to TFP. This result is in accordance with former research findings, where Tiwari certified unidirectional causality directed from energy consumption to GDP among Europe and Eurasian countries [73] . In this current research, further comparison between Carbon Footprint and Total Footprint sheds some intriguing phenomenon; in general, Total Footprint exhibits higher robustness and stronger correlations among variables.
To conclude, empirical outcomes of this study emphasize multiple essential policy significance to sustainable development in BRI member countries. First, due to the certification of FDI contribute to Pollution Havens Hypothesis in BRI countries, it is suggested for this initiative to pay more attention to the constitution of the FDI, when strive to economic development; balance between increasing the quantity of FDI and the possible pollution embedded in it. Second, this result is in consistent with increasing consciousness among countries in sustainable development trends, more stringent environmental policies are suggested to made to reduce ecological degradations; foreign investment should go through strict inspection before being approved. Lastly, most of BRI countries are developing ones or middle-income nations, it is recommended for these countries to reconsider their industry constitution, emphasize on renewable resource. to Pollution Havens Hypothesis in BRI countries, it is suggested for this initiative to pay more attention to the constitution of the FDI, when strive to economic development; balance between increasing the quantity of FDI and the possible pollution embedded in it. Second, this result is in consistent with increasing consciousness among countries in sustainable development trends, more stringent environmental policies are suggested to made to reduce ecological degradations; foreign investment should go through strict inspection before being approved. Lastly, most of BRI countries are developing ones or middle-income nations, it is recommended for these countries to reconsider their industry constitution, emphasize on renewable resource. to Pollution Havens Hypothesis in BRI countries, it is suggested for this initiative to pay more attention to the constitution of the FDI, when strive to economic development; balance between increasing the quantity of FDI and the possible pollution embedded in it. Second, this result is in consistent with increasing consciousness among countries in sustainable development trends, more stringent environmental policies are suggested to made to reduce ecological degradations; foreign investment should go through strict inspection before being approved. Lastly, most of BRI countries are developing ones or middle-income nations, it is recommended for these countries to reconsider their industry constitution, emphasize on renewable resource. 
Conclusions
This research analyzed the environmental challenges on BRI project, with a special interest over FDI and interaction effect among its member countries. Current research is employed to examine the environmental issues embedded in BRI project, to be more specific: testify which of these three hypotheses (Pollution Havens Hypothesis, Pollution Halo Hypothesis, Environmental Kuznets Curve) is in accordance with the current development condition of BRI counties; whether there exists a bidirectional relationship among Ecological Footprint, Gross Domestic Production (GDP), FDI in BRI member countries. In this paper, Panel Vector Autoregression (PVAR) is utilized to analyze a dataset of 44-member countries in this initiative, ranges from 1990 to 2016, to empirically testify the environmental evaluation of this project. Results are analyzed on both long-run and short-run cases through Orthogonalized Impulse-Response Functions. Results of this research display a great heterogeneity among different target variables, FDI as a main variable of interest does expose a bidirectional relationship with Ecological Footprint, only Ecological Footprint demonstrates robust influence on FDI. In addition, Pollution Havens Hypothesis is true for FDI and GDP among BRI countries, after adopting weight values into PVAR estimation.
Further researches of this discipline are recommended to modify the measure of Ecological Footprint; make comparisons among country groups in different income levels. Besides, after adopting weight terms in existing PVAR model, heterogeneity between Carbon EF and Total EF in PVAR results disappears. In addition, by comparing results with and without weight terms, it is observed that, adding weight terms in PVAR model could increase convergence when performing IRF estimation. In accordance with most non-experimental analysis procedures, the current research is unable to provide confirmative evidence of causality. Further researches may fulfill this gap through more complexed methodologies such as instrumental variables, which could serve as an explanation of the causal nature embedded in the relationships we observed in current analysis. Apart from which, more detailed comparison between countries within BRI project and those who geographically connected but are not in the BRI group may exhibit consequential results.
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